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Abstract.  

Many companies have been adopting a service business strategy especially in 

mature industries in order to differentiate their offering and enhance a customer 

engagement already decades. Therefore, the servitization has been global trend 

especially among many traditional manufacturing companies and there is a lot of 

research done in this are but on the other side small or medium size enterprises 

(SME) has got a less attention in literature. 

 

In this paper, the data strategy framework will be presented to develop Proof of 

Concept (POC) in software development for SMEs companies. Special attention 

will be paid to take into account the business requirements before software im-

plementation. The purpose of POC is to demonstrate the feasibility of new con-

cept to improve service operation. The service operation improvement is new 

differentiation possibility to service providers. Lean service development method 

is utilized in the development of POC to ensure the fulfilment of business re-

quirements. 

 

The presented data strategy framework is applied to enhance the service opera-

tion efficiency for vehicle fleet manager. The market for the vehicle fleet man-

ager is increasing due to the on-going change in a transport systems. Mobility as 

a Service (MaaS) is becoming more popular model for different transport meth-

ods and this opens new market for the operator who manages whole vehicle fleet. 

The winner in the new growing market is the player who can manage their oper-

ation most effectively and therefore utilizing data is critical success factor.  

  

Keywords: Data Strategy, Servitization, Lean service development, Mobility as 

a Service 

1 Introduction 

 

Companies have been adopting a service business model especially in mature industries 

in order to differentiate their offering and enhance a customer engagement already dec-
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ades. Therefore, the servitization has been global trend among many traditional manu-

facturing companies and in last years this trend has occurred even in the countries with 

low production costs; e.g. in China from 1% of servitized enterprises in 2007 to 20% 

in 2011 [1]. This development means that differentiation through servitization will be 

more difficult in the future. On the other side, the big data has been proliferating sharply 

due to the development of ICT technology and this provides new differentiation strat-

egy by using data to optimize service operation [2], service delivery and quality deci-

sions [3].  

 

The market for the vehicle fleet manager is increasing due to the on-going change in 

a transport systems. Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is becoming more popular model for 

different transport methods and this opens new market for the operator who manages 

whole vehicle fleet. The winner in the new growing market is the player who can man-

age their service operation most effectively and therefore utilizing data for efficiency 

improvement purposes is a critical success factor. The service providers that manage 

the vehicle fleet are typically small or medium size enterprises (SMEs) in Finland and 

they are also young companies because the market is relatively new. On the other side, 

the modern vehicles have a lot of data which could be used to improve the service 

operation, but naturally this has not been optimally used yet due to the new technology 

and small enterprises on the market who have limited capabilities to utilize the latest 

technology.  

 

We argue that the data driven service operation can be used to significantly improve 

the service performance by having right data strategy in their practical implementation. 

Recent studies [1, 2, 4] emphasize servitization as one key differentiation factor spe-

cially for manufacturing companies by bundling the product and services together into 

one solution. Nevertheless, less attention has been paid to SMEs, which are not manu-

facturing companies, and how they can differentiate using the data on their market 

place.   

 

Our research question is: How to create the data strategy and implement data driven 

service operation in SMEs in order to reach significant competitive advantage on their 

market place.  

 

In this paper, the data strategy framework will be presented to develop Proof of Con-

cept (POC) in software development where service operation is enhanced with the help 

of data. Special attention will be paid to take into account the business requirements 

before software implementation. The purpose of POC is to demonstrate the feasibility 

of new concept to improve service operation. The service operation improvement with 

the help of data is new differentiation possibility to service providers. Lean service de-

velopment method is utilized in the development of POC to ensure the fulfilment of 

business requirements. 
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2 Theoretical background 

 

 

2.1 Data as driver for service operation 

The literature review presented in this chapter is aimed to provide a high-level under-

standing of service development and how useful they are in the context of SMEs. A 

special attention will be paid to utilizing latest technology development to integrate 

software embedded intelligence in the service operation.   

   

The most famous strategic program to improve manufacturing industries competitive-

ness by using data is the program called Industry 4.0 which has its origin in Germany 

and aims to upgrade Germany’s industrial capabilities with the help of smart factory 

concept [5]. Actually Germany creates the biggest share (31%) of industrial value in 

the EU and far behind come Italy (13%), then France (10%) and Spain (7%) [5]. There-

fore, Industry 4.0 has got a lot of attention in many countries and similar strategic pro-

grams have been initiated in many countries. Industry 4.0 means 4th Generation Indus-

trial Revolution, where “software embedded intelligence is integrated in industrial 

products and systems” [2]. Thus Industry 4.0 has been discussed a lot in the literature 

[2, 5–7] and [8] but all these are focused on the industrial manufacturing companies 

and how to create competitive advantage on their market place and they have very lim-

ited experience in the area of SMEs outside manufacturing environment. 

 

Many product firms especially in developed countries have already adopted a service 

strategy and on average service revenue of product firms is about 30% of their total 

revenue [4]. On the top of the servitization, the data driven strategy and different pro-

cesses to use data to improve their competitive position are presented in the literature 

[1, 2, 4] and [9]. Actually there are many good elements in the presented processes 

which can be utilized also to SMEs. But we want to state that the improvements to 

service performance has often been relatively modest in the literature and this depends 

at least partly on generalized approach in servitization and they have not taken into 

account the business requirements well enough. Naturally the big companies face a 

huge challenge to make transformation from product driven organization to service 

driven operation model so a change management is very critical in their success. There-

fore we argue that there is a specific need to more research in the area how the SMEs 

can gain benefits from the data driven service operation. The transformation to new 

operation model is not so big challenge to these companies due to smaller size but on 

the other side, their investment capability is smaller and they expect very fast return on 

investment.       

 

  The Internet of Things (IoT) technology has been developing very fast in the recent 

years and its one main reason to an increased amount of available data nowadays. This 

has been in the focus of the several studies [6, 10] and [11]. Typically major part of 

these are focusing on technical implementation to collect data but less attention has 
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been paid to business requirements and how IoT can be used to improve the competitive 

advantage. In addition to this, less focus has been paid to service development with the 

help of IoT technology. But some papers already exist in this area to discuss how IoT 

based solutions are a cost effective method for creating new competitive advantage in 

different areas of service operation [2]. 

 

We argue that the data driven service operation can be used to significantly improve 

the service performance in SMEs by having right data strategy in their practical imple-

mentation. In the current literature little attention has been paid to SMEs, which are not 

manufacturing companies by nature, and how they can differentiate using the data on 

their market place. Therefore, we present the data strategy framework developed for 

SMEs but we assume that it can be applied also to bigger companies.  

   

 

2.2 Lean service development 

The alignment of work processes and supporting software systems has been an ongoing 

research topic for several decades [12–14]. The business and information technology 

(IT) research stream builds on the premise that business and IT performance are tightly 

coupled [13, 15, 16] and that and enterprises cannot be competitive if their business and 

IT strategies are not aligned [13].  

 

In order to ensure that the development of supporting software systems will yield busi-

ness benefits several development methodologies have been introduced, such as lean 

startup [17], lean service creation [18], lean software development [19], and agile soft-

ware development [20]. Lean thinking [21] underlies these development methods as a 

way to organize human activities to deliver more benefits to society and organizations 

and value to individuals while eliminating waste. A summary of ways to eliminate 

waste in the focal development methods is introduced in Table 1, compiled from [18, 

22] 

 

Table 1. A summary of eliminating waste in manufacturing, software development and 

service creation. 

Seven wastes of  manu-

facturing 

Seven wastes of software 

development 

Seven wastes of service 

creation 

1. Overproduction 1. Extra features 1. Features not validated by 

customers 

2. Inventory 2. Requirements (e.g. 

story cards detailed only 

for current iteration) 

2. Features that do not solve 

a customer problem or fix, 

eliminate or reduce cus-

tomer’s pain 

3. Extra processing steps 3. Extra steps 3. Work not aligned to busi-

ness objectives and context 

4. Motion 4. Finding information 4. Missing feedback 

5. Defects 5. Defects not caught by 

tests 

5. Unlovable product 
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6. Waiting 6. Waiting, including cus-

tomers 

6. Building minimum 

7. Transportation 7. Handoffs 7. Self-deception 

 

Poppendieck [22] translated the seven wastes of manufacturing to software develop-

ment in contrast to operating with mass production paradigm: “if your company writes 

reams of requirement documents (equivalent to inventory), spends hours upon hours 

tracking change control (equivalent to order tracking), and has office which defines and 

monitors the software development process (equivalent to industrial engineering), you 

are operating with mass production paradigms. Think ‘lean’ and you will find a better 

way.” However, criticism has been also leveled towards agile software development 

from the lean startup community: “agile is very effective on transferring wrong idea to 

product” [23]. Lean service creation is one approach that combats developing the wrong 

idea by expanding outside functional silos, involving multidisciplinary teams, maxim-

izing realism to overcome self-deception (of developers), and always validating (learn, 

measure, build) [18]. In contrast to lean manufacturing and lean/agile software devel-

opment, lean service creation aims to 1) develop only features that are validated by 

customers; 2) features that solve customer customer’s problem, fix/eliminate/reduce 

customer’s pain and/or that amplify positive emotions that the customer has in getting 

needs and problems solved; 3) align software development to business objectives and 

context; 4) get customer feedback and co-create with customers; 5) build lovable prod-

ucts (not just error free), 6) build the minimum lovable product to reduce waiting time 

for performing experiments and getting customer feedback; 7) avoid self-deception and 

working on incorrect assumptions by validating and co-designing with customers.  

 

We define “lean service development” as a development approach that combines lean 

principles, lean software development and lean service creation, where we start from 

business requirements following lean principles and using lean service creation meth-

ods and move towards digital services using lean software development methods in 

order to create tangible competitive advantages for the enterprise. 

 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Case study 

 

The market for a transport is changing very fast and new business models to provide 

new possibilities to make transports have been developed in recent years. One example 

of new transport method is Mobility as a Services (MaaS) where consumers doesn’t 

own the vehicle but transport is provided to them by transport service provider. Natu-

rally this opens new market in the many areas. One new market is a vehicle fleet man-

agement because the companies providing transport services has not always a capability 

to manage their vehicle fleet effectively. The core competence for the transport service 
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providers is different than required for managing the fleet technically. So there are com-

panies focusing on this new niche market providing the vehicle fleet management and 

this type of company is use case for data strategy framework development. This com-

pany is called a service provider in this paper. 

 

Service provider has different tasks like a vehicle maintenance, fixing daily problems, 

moving vehicles to right places etc. so that vehicle fleet is available in good condition 

to users. The winner in the new growing market is the player who can manage their 

operation most effectively and therefore utilizing data is critical success factor. In this 

case study, the operator is called service provider. 

 

Lean service development is the selected development method in this empirical case 

study because it combines lean thinking and principles, lean service creation thinking 

and attitude, and agile philosophy. Lean principle fits nicely to approach starting from 

the business requirements and ending to digital services which creates tangible com-

petitive advantages.  

 

The research was implemented in five workshops. Before workshop an interview was 

done to understand business requirements and prepare the workshops. In the first work-

shop the lean service development was used to collect data from service personnel. In 

the last workshop the final POC was discussed and fine-tuned. The workshops between 

these were used to dig deeper to specific area in the data strategy framework to under-

stand better how the data could be used in service provider’s work process. 

 

The workshop result were analysed to create data strategy framework for service pro-

vider. In practise, the results is Proof of Concept (POC) which will be used to develop 

further the solution called Service Execution System (SES). SES will instruct service 

personnel in their daily operation to make all required tasks effectively and ensure a 

good quality of vehicle fleet. The efficient service operation with high quality will cre-

ate service provider’s competitive advantage  

4 Results 

The results of our research is a data strategy framework in service development 

which is used in the software development to make Proof of Concept (POC). First the 

data strategy framework will be presented in general level in section 4.1 and then the 

result of our research for service provider is presented in section 4.2.   

 

4.1 Data strategy framework  

In order to use the data to enhance the service operation, we need to translate the data 

into useful information. This task is more complex due to larger, faster, and more varied 

data which is available in different data sources nowadays but to which are not auto-

matically accessible by users. The data strategy consists of two phases 
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Phase 1: from business requirements to work process 

Phase 2: from data to actions, POC 

 

The Phase 1 pays a lot of attention to business requirements and user experience which 

are key success factors to ensure efficiency improvement in service operation. This 

phase consists of three steps which are presented in the Fig 1: 

 

 
Figure 1: Three steps model in data strategy framework to create the knowledge starting 

from business objective and ending to work process. 

 

  

Step 1 – Business requirements: Understanding the nature of the service business is 

crucial in the beginning. There are a lot of different type of service businesses which 

requires a different approach in data strategy. One category of the service business is 

combining product and services and the role of service element is to increase the overall 

value of complete solution to customers. Other type of service business is pure services 

provided by service vendor to customer and the target is to improve the efficiency with 

the help of data.  Then it might be that the object of service operation is called user but 

it’s not the service vendor’s customer who finally pays the bill. This can easily end to 

situation to enhance the service efficiency at the expense of service quality. Therefore 

it’s very important to understand the nature of the service business in detail level and 

define the concrete business objectives how to improve the service operation in prac-

tice. These business objectives will guide all coming steps in the process.   

 

Step 2 – Knowledge: This step aims to create the knowledge which are needed to im-

prove the service operation according to the business objectives. Actually this step 

needs to be done from the operational point of view so understanding the service oper-

ation in detail level is crucial and what data and knowledge would help to improve the 

concrete operation. The required knowledge can vary a lot like e.g. process knowledge 
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to improve process performance in process industry, how customer is using their prod-

uct to create knowledge about customer behavior to be used in specific marketing, how 

service stuff can make their job more effectively, diagnostic information about ma-

chines to make predictive maintenance etc. So there are numerous different types of 

knowledge which are possible to create but the most important is to create knowledge 

in the line with business requirements defined in the previous step. 

 

Step 3 – Work process: In this step the created knowledge is connected into a work 

process. There are different types of services available in the different businesses envi-

ronments but all services have one common factor which is people. People has tradi-

tionally been a center of service business and this is still the case today in many times. 

But machine learning algorithms are more and more taking a bigger role in many envi-

ronments and in some cases the machine learning algorithm has even replaced people 

in the work process. In this step the created knowledge is connected into the work pro-

cess seamlessly so that overall service operation is improved and the business objec-

tives are met. 

 

The phase 2 aims to define in more technical level the process from data to actions and 

this means that more focus needs to be paid to technical constrains. The result of phase 

to is POC. The phase consists of three different steps presented in the Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Three steps model in the data strategy framework to make the actions based 

on the collected data and data analytics & machine learning. 

Step 1- Data management: In order to create the required knowledge, data are needed. 

There are a numerous different data sources from where data can be collected nowa-

days. New sensor technologies were developed to measure different physical quantities 

and wireless networks are used more and more to transfer the data to an internet where 

data are automatically available everywhere. Exiting data in the internet can also be 
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beneficial to many service operation and it’s easy to transfer into different applications 

by using API connections. Nowadays so called open data are more and more available 

and many governments are working to require public organizations to open their data 

sources to be available to other organizations. Data needs to be cleaned and stored to 

be effectively available into analytics, machine learning and applications. 

 

Step 2 – Analytics & machine learning: This step aims to create the knowledge in prac-

tice which are needed to reach the business objectives. The data which are collected 

from different sources and presented in correct form to right people can already create 

additional value in many cases. On the other side, the machine learning is typically 

needed when we aim to reach drastically new level of competitive advantage by chang-

ing completely the traditional model of doing services. One example is the case where 

machine learning is used to replace some current work done by people. Analytics can 

be classified between the data visualization and the machine learning where collected 

data is analyzed to figure out new knowledge which are used in service operation. When 

machine learning is used, the special attention is paid to firstly use the correct machine 

learning algorithm to fulfill the problem which is defined in the line with the business 

objectives, and to secondly use comprehensive enough data which are needed to se-

lected machine learning algorithm. 

 

Step 3 – Conclusion: Finally in the last step the created knowledge need to be connected 

into the work process. Actually this is very crucial and a poor implementation can de-

stroy the whole value of data strategy. This happens if accessing to the data and using 

it in the work process require more effort than an efficiency is improved in some other 

places and this happens very easily with poor design and implementation. Therefore a 

user experience is very critical in this phase and how the data is used in the work process 

need to be defined in a good co-operation with final users of the system. The infor-

mation can be exchanged between the system and a user through mobile phone, tablet 

or computer display and a right media needs to be selected and the user interfaces need 

to be designed to fit for an intended purposes. Even if the machine learning is used to 

replace a current manual work done by people, the new work process based on the 

machine learning algorithm needs to be connected to an overall system and all inter-

faces needs to be designed carefully to ensure the fulfillment of the overall business 

objectives. 

  

4.2 Data strategy framework implementation in case study 

 

In this section the data strategy framework will be presented for specific service pro-

vider. In the first phase, we create a so called deviations from the business requirements 

and then deviations generate work order which are connected to work process according 

to Fig. 3. So the deviation means that the status of object related to deviation is not 

within a normal operation range and some actions are needed to keep overall system in 

required situation. Therefore, we can state that the deviations create solid basis to data 

strategy for this specific case. 
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Figure 3: The data strategy framework for vehicle operator to create the knowledge 

starting from business objective and ending to work process 

  

Business requirements: Service Level Agreement (SLA) defines a service scope and a 

quality requirements for service provider. Typical examples of service scope is period-

ical maintenance tasks for each vehicle and quality requirements are an availability of 

bike and how long a bike station can be empty or full to mention few of them. Therefore 

we can state that SLA defines the most important business requirements for the service 

operation. Naturally a user experience is also important to service provider to have pos-

itive image and the user experience means that all vehicles are in good conditions and 

available for users when they need them. On the other side, we can state that one pur-

pose of SLA is to define the minimum quality level for the user experience. An effi-

ciency of service operation is also critical business requirement from the service pro-

vider’s profitability point of view. We can summarize the business requirements by 

maximizing the efficiency of service operation under the constraint of SLA and user 

experience. 

 

Step 2 – Knowledge: The actual status of all vehicles and stations against SLA require-

ments are critical knowledge for the service provider. In practice, this means that if the 

bike station is becoming close to either empty or full it needs to be known by service 

provider in order to make corrective actions before the station is either empty or full. 

This situation is called a deviation which needs to be recognized and all deviations need 

to initiate a corrective work order. Naturally the corrective actions and corresponding 

deviations must be prioritized from the time point of view which means that the high 

priority deviations need to be done immediately and low priority deviations have longer 

time for the corrective actions. So we can state that the deviations are the basis for the 

data strategy and they can be created from the data collected from vehicles and stations 

automatically or they can be created from the scheduled maintenance tasks. 
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On the top of the deviations, work order generation for the field personnel is also very 

critical knowledge especially from the service operation efficiency point of view. By 

making this automatically taking into account the overall status of all vehicles and sta-

tions have significant impact on the efficiency. At the end, we want to emphasize that 

all deviations and corresponding work orders are strictly generated from the business 

requirements like SLA, user experience and overall efficiency.    

 

Step 3 – Work process: The created knowledge need to be connect to field personnel’s 

work process seamlessly in order to ensure the service operation efficiency improve-

ment in practice. Therefore, the field personnel need to have on-line information for 

their coming tasks through their mobile devices and user interface needs to be very 

simple and easy to use and on the other side, enough information need to be presented 

to work order execution. Different user profiles are created to different roles having 

user rights corresponding their tasks and naturally master user have access to all fea-

tures of the system. 

 

In the second phase, the POC is created to demonstrate main features of final system 

and POC is presented in Fig. 4. The major part of POC is done with live data but some 

part are only static displays. The purpose of POC is to provide to service personnel a 

realistic understanding of functionalities of final system and it verifies the correctness 

of data strategy before system implementation. The system have main displays to man-

age service operation like scheduled maintenance tasks, deviations and task manager 

and then data storage for historical data to present different reports and dashboards. 

Example of displays for deviation is presented in Fig. 5 and for task manager in Fig. 6. 

With the help of these displays the correctness of POC was verified in the workshop 

with service personnel.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Proof of Concept for data management from data to actions  
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Figure 5: Proof of Concept display for deviations 

 

  

 

 
 

Figure 6: Proof of Concept display for task manager 
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5. Conclusion 

Many companies have been adopting a service business strategy especially in mature 

industries in order to differentiate their offering and enhance a customer engagement 

already decades. Therefore, the servitization has been global trend among many tradi-

tional manufacturing companies and a lot of research has been made for the service 

development. However, until now such research has not been made for the SMC com-

panies having only service offering and not own manufacturing.  

 

Our research focus on creating a competitive advantage utilizing data for SMC compa-

nies who are providing pure services to their customers. The research was based on one 

case study for the service provider who manage vehicle fleet on the new nice fast de-

veloping market. The service provider has strategy to sustainable growth in the long 

term which require a competitive advantage against their competitors. The competitive 

advantage was created by utilizing the data in their service operation to improve effi-

ciency and ensuring high quality of vehicle fleet same time. 

 

The result of study was new approach to service development in the area of SMC com-

panies 

 

 Data strategy framework to manage data and create Proof of Concept before 

the software implementation and 

 Lean service development to ensure the fulfillment of business objective in 

the data management. 

 

The presented approach ensures that Proof of Concept fulfill the business require-

ments and same time all unnecessary features are excluded according the lean service 

development principle. By excluding the unnecessary features is very important to 

reach streamlined service operation and in this way maximizing the efficiency. 

 

The presented model can be applied also to different environment and not neces-

sarily to SMC companies but more research are needed in this area.     
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